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Abstract
1

The introduction of lambdas in Java 8 completes the slate of
statically-typed, mainstream languages with both object-oriented
and functional features. The main motivation for lambdas in Java
has been to facilitate stream-based declarative APIs, and, therefore,
easier parallelism. In this paper, we evaluate the performance impact of lambda abstraction employed in stream processing, for a variety of high-level languages that run on a virtual machine (C#, F#,
Java and Scala) and runtime platforms (JVM on Linux and Windows, .NET CLR for Windows, Mono for Linux). Furthermore,
we evaluate the performance gain that two optimizing libraries
(ScalaBlitz and LinqOptimizer) can offer for C#, F# and Scala. Our
study is based on small-scale throughput-benchmarking, with significant care to isolate different factors, consult experts on the systems involved, and identify causes and opportunities. We find that
Java exhibits high implementation maturity, which is a dominant
factor in benchmarks. At the same time, optimizing frameworks
can be highly effective for common query patterns.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming languages]: Processors—Code generation; D.3.2 [Programming languages]: Language Classifications—Multiparadigm languages
General Terms Languages, Measurement, Performance
Keywords lambdas, java, scala, c#, f#, query optimization, query
languages, declarative

1.

Introduction

Java 8 has introduced lambdas with the explicit purpose of enabling
streaming abstractions. Such abstractions present an accessible,
natural path to multicore parallelism—perhaps the highest value
domain in current computing. Other languages, such as Scala, C#,
and F#, have supported lambda abstractions and streaming APIs,
making them a central theme of their approach to parallelism.
Although the specifics of each API differ, there is a core of common
features and near-identical best-practices for users of these APIs in
different languages.
Streaming APIs allow the high-level manipulation of value
streams (with each language employing slightly different terminology) with functional-inspired operators, such as filter, or map.
Such operators take user-defined functions as input, specified via
local functions (lambdas). The Java example fragment below shows
a “sum of even squares” computation, where the even numbers in
a sequence are squared and summed. The input to map is a lambda,
taking an argument and returning its square. This particular lambda
application is non-capturing: the bodies of the lambda expressions
in lines 3,4 use only their argument values, and no values from the
environment.
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public int sumOfSquaresEvenSeq(int[] v) {
int sum = IntStream.of(v)
.filter(x -> x % 2 == 0)
.map(x -> x * x)
.sum();
return sum;
}

The above computation can be trivially parallelized with the addition of a .parallel() operator before the call to filter. This
ability showcases the simplicity benefits of streaming abstractions
for parallel operations.
In this paper, we perform a comparative study of the
lambda+streams APIs of four multi-paradigm, virtual machinebased languages, Java, Scala, C#, and F#, with an emphasis on
implementation and performance comparison, across mainstream
platforms (JVM on Linux and Windows, .Net CLR for Windows,
Mono for Linux). We perform micro-benchmarking1 and aim to
get an high-level understanding of the costs and causes. Our goal
is the usual goal of microbenchmarking: to minimize most threatsto-validity by controlling external factors. (The inherent drawback
of microbenchmarking, which we do not attempt to address, is the
threat that benchmarks are not representative of real uses.) In order to control external factors, we attempt to select equivalent abstractions in all settings, isolate dependencies, employ best-practice
benchmarking techniques, and repeatedly consult experts on the
different platforms.
Since lambdas+stream operators have arisen independently in
so many contexts and have been central in parallel programming
strategies, one would expect them to be well-understood: a mainstream, high-value feature is expected to have fairly uniform implementation techniques and trade-offs. Instead we find interesting
variation, even in the compilation to intermediate code (per platform, e.g., across Java and Scala, which are both JVM languages).
Furthermore, we find that JIT optimization inside the VM does not
always interact predictably with the code produced for lambdas.
This was a minor surprise, given the maturity of the respective facilities.2
A second aspect of declarative streaming operations is that they
enable aggressive optimization [6]. Optimization frameworks, such
as LinqOptimizer [7] and ScalaBlitz [8, 9], recognize common
patterns of streaming operations and optimize them, by inlining,
performing loop fusion, and more.
In all, we find that Java offers high performance for lambdas
and streaming operations, primarily due to optimizing for noncapturing lambdas. At the same time, Java suffers from the lack
1 Code

in https://github.com/biboudis/clashofthelambdas .
Java lambdas are standard only as of version 8, their arrival had
been forthcoming since at least 2006.
2 Although

vanced functionality—e.g., they can detect structural interference
with the source while processing. The definition of a stream and
operations on it are usually described declaratively and the user
does not need to invoke operations on a Spliterator. However a
controlled traversal via a Spliterator or even a Java Iterator can
be effected by obtaining the corresponding instances from the appropriate combinators. The Spliterator interface is shown below.

of an optimizing framework—LinqOptimizer and ScalaBlitz give a
significant boost to C#/F# and Scala implementations, respectively,
when optimizations are applicable.

2.

Implementation Techniques for Lambdas and
Streaming

As part of our investigation, we examined current APIs and implementation techniques for lambdas and streaming abstractions in the
languages and libraries under study. We detail such elements next,
so that we can refer to them directly in our experimental results.
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2.1

Programming Languages
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We begin with the API and implementation description for the
languages of our study: Java, Scala, and C#/F# (the latter are similar
enough that are best discussed together, although they exhibit nonnegligible performance differences).
2.1.1
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Normally, for the general case of standard stream processing, the implementation of the above interface will have a
forEachRemaining method that internally calls methods hasNext
and next to traverse a collection, as well as accept to apply an operation to the current element. Thus, three virtual calls per element
will occur.

Java

Java is probably the best reference point for our study, although
it is also the relative newcomer among the lambdas+streaming
facilities. We already saw examples of the Java API for streaming
in the Introduction. In terms of implementation, the Java language
team has chosen a translation scheme for lambdas that is highly
optimized and fairly unique among statically typed languages.

However, stream pipelines, such as the one in our example, can be optimized. For the array-based Spliterator, the
forEachRemaining method performs an indexed-based, do-while
loop. The entire traversal is then transformed: instead of sum requesting the next element from map, the pipeline operates in the inverse order: map pushes elements through the accept method of its
downstream Consumer object, which implements the sum functionality. In this way, the implementation eliminates two virtual calls
per step of iteration and effectively uses internal iteration, instead
of external.

In the Java 8 declarative stream processing API, operators fall into
two categories: intermediate (always lazy—e.g., map and filter) and
terminal (which can produce a value or perform side-effects—e.g.,
sum and reduce). For concreteness, let us consider the pipeline
below. The following expression (serving as a running example in
this section) calculates the sum of all values in a double array.
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public double sumOfSquaresSeq(double[] v) {
double sum = DoubleStream.of(v)
.map(d -> d * d)
.sum();
return sum;
}

The code first creates a sequential, ordered Stream of doubles
from an array that holds all values. (DoubleStream represents
a primitive specialization of Stream–one of three specialized
Streams, together with IntStream and LongStream.) The calls map
and sum are an intermediate and a terminal operation respectively.
The first operation returns a Stream and it is lazy. It simply declares the transformation that will occur when the stream will be
traversed. This transformation is a stateless operation and is declared using a (non-capturing) lambda function. The second operation needs all the stream processed up to this point, in order to
produce a value; this operation is eager and it is effectively the
same as reducing the stream with the lambda (x,y) -> x+y.

The following (simplified for exposition) snippet of code is taken
from the Spliterators.java source file of the Java 8 library and it
demonstrates this special handling, where a holds the source array
and i indexes over its length:
1

do { consumer.accept(a[i]); } while (++i < hi);

The internal iteration can be seen in this code. Each of the operators applicable to a stream needs to support this inverted pattern by supplying an accept operation. That operation, in turn, will
call accept on whichever Consumer<T> may be downstream. For
instance, the fragment of the map implementation below shows the
accept call (line 7) on the next operator (sum in our example). The
code also shows the call to apply, invoking the passed lambda function.
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Implementation-wise, the (stateless or stateful) operations on a
stream are represented by objects chained together sequentially.
A terminal operation triggers the evaluation of the chain. In our
example, if no optimization were to take place, the sum operator
would retrieve data from the stream produced by map, with the latter being supplied the necessary lambda expression. This traversing of the elements of a stream is realized through Spliterators.
The Spliterator interface offers an API for traversing and partitioning elements of a source and it can operate either sequentially or in parallel. Spliterators are also equiped with more ad-

public interface Spliterator<T> {
boolean tryAdvance(Consumer<? super T> action);
void forEachRemaining(Consumer<? super T> action);
Spliterator<T> trySplit();
long estimateSize();
long getExactSizeIfKnown();
int characteristics();
boolean hasCharacteristics(int characteristics);
Comparator<? super T> getComparator();
}
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<T, R> Stream<R> map(Stream<T> source,
Function<T, R> mapper) {
return new MapperStream<T, R>(source) {
Consumer<T> wrap(Consumer<R> consumer) {
return new Consumer<T>() {
void accept(T v) {
consumer.accept(mapper.apply(v));
}
};
}
};
}

Having seen the implementation of streams, we now turn our attention to lambdas. There could be several potential translations for
lambdas, such as inner-classes (for both capturing or non-capturing,
lambdas), translation based on MethodHandles—the dynamic and
strongly typed component that was introduced in JSR-292—and
more. Each option has some advantages and disadvantages. For
the translation of lambdas in Java 8, the compiler incorporates a
technique based on JSR-292 [10] and more specifically on the new
invokedynamic command [3, Chapter 6] and MethodHandles [2].
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Ultimately, SeqView extends Iterable[A], which acts as a factory
for iterators. As an example, we can demonstrate the common map
function by mapping the transformation function to the source’s
Iterable iterator:

When the compiler encounters a lambda function, it desugars it
to a method declaration and emits an invokedynamic instruction at
that point. For instance, our sumOfSquaresSeq example compiles to
the bytecode below:
1
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...
invokestatic #7
invokedynamic #10, 0
invokeinterface #11, 2
invokeinterface #8, 1
dstore_1
dload_1
dreturn

//
//
//
//
//

v on the stack
DoubleStream.of
applyAsDouble
DoubleStream.map
DoubleStream.sum
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def map[T, U](source: Iterator[T], f: T => U):
Iterator[U] = new Iterator[U] {
def hasNext = source.hasNext
def next() = f(source.next())
}

Note that we have 3 virtual calls (next, hasNext, f) per element
pointed by the iterator. The iteration takes place in the expected, unoptimized order, i.e., each operator has to “request” elements from
the one supplying its input, rather than having a “push” pattern,
with the producer calling the consumer directly.
The Scala translation is based on synthetic classes that are generated at compile time. For lambdas, Scala generates a class that
extends scala.runtime.AbstractFunction. For lambdas with free
variables (captured from the environment), the generated class includes private member fields that get initialized at instantiation
time.
2.1.3

C#/F#

C# is a modern object-oriented programming language targeting
the .NET framework. An important milestone for the language was
the introduction of several new major features in C# 3.0 in order
to enable a more functional style of programming. These new features, under the umbrella of LINQ [4, 5], can be summarized as
support for lambda expressions and function closures, extension
methods, anonymous types and special syntax for query comprehensions. All of these new language features enable the creation of
new functional-style APIs for the manipulation of collections.

Scala

Scala is an object-functional programming language for the JVM.
Scala has a rich object system offering traits and mixin composition. As a functional language, it has support for higher-order
functions, pattern matching, algebraic data types, and more. Since
version 2.8, Scala comes with a rich collections library offering a
wide range of collection types, together with common functional
combinators, such as map, filter, flatMap, etc. For our purposes,
we focus on lazy transformations of collections in order to avoid
the creation of intermediate, allocated results. To achieve such lazy
processing, one has to use the view method on a collection.3 This
method wraps a collection into a SeqView. The following example illustrates the use of view for performing such transformations
lazily:

def map[T, U](source: Iterable[T], f: T => U) = new
Iterable[U] {
def iterator = source.iterator map f
}

The Iterator’s map function can then be implemented by delegation to the source iterator:

Note the invokedynamic instruction on line 3, used to return
an object that represents a lambda closure. The method invoked
is LambdaMetafactory.metafactory—implemented as part of the
Java standard library. The fully dynamic nature of the call is
due to having a single implementation for retrieving objects for
any given method signature. This process involves three phases:
Linkage, Capture and Invocation. When invokedynamic is met
for the first time it must link this site with a method. For the
lambda translation case, an instance of CallSite is generated
whose target knows how to create function objects. This target
(LambdaMetafactory.metafactory) is a factory for function objects. The Capture phase may involve allocation of a new object that
may capture parameters or will always return the same object (if no
parameters are captured). The third phase is the actual invocation.
The advantage of this translation scheme is that, for lambdas that
do not capture any free variables, a single instance for all usages is
enough. Furthermore, the call site is linked only once for successive invocations of the lambda and, after that, the JVM inlines the
retrieved method’s invocation at the dynamic call site. Additionally, there is no performance burden for loading a class from disk,
as there would be in the case of a fully static translation.
2.1.2

def sumOfSquareSeq (v : Array[Double]) : Double = {
val sum : Double = v
.view
.map(d => d * d)
.sum
sum
}

F# is a modern .NET functional-first programming language based
on OCaml, with support for object-oriented programming, based on
the .NET object system.
In C# we have two ways of programming with data streams:
1) as fluent-style method calls
1

nums.Where(x => x % 2 == 0).Select(x => x * x).Sum();

2) or with the equivalent query comprehension syntactic sugar
3 Scala

has more APIs for lazy collections (e.g., “Streams”), but the views
API we employed is the exact counterpart, in spirit and functionality, to the
machinery in the other languages under study.
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(from x in nums
where x % 2 == 0
select x * x).Sum();

In F#, programming with data is just as simple as a direct pipeline
of various combinators.
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nums

|> Seq.filter (fun x -> x % 2 = 0)
|> Seq.map (fun x -> x * x)
|> Seq.sum
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For the purposes of this discussion, we can consider that both
C# and F# have identical operational behaviors and both C#
methods (Select, Where, etc.) and F# combinators (Seq.map,
Seq.filter, etc.) operate on IEnumerable<T> objects and return
IEnumerable<T>.
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For programmer convenience, both C# and F# offer support for automatically creating the elaborate scaffolding of the
IEnumerable<T> / IEnumerator<T> interfaces, but for our discussion it is not crucial to understand the mechanisms.

The IEnumerable<T> interface can be thought of as a factory for
creating IEnumerator<T> objects:
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interface IEnumerable<T> {
IEnumerator<T> GetEnumerator();
}

From a performance point of view, it is not difficult to see that
there is a lot of virtual call indirection between the chained enumerators. We have 3 virtual calls (MoveNext, Current, func) per
element per iterator. Iteration is similar to Scala or to the generic,
unoptimized Java iteration: it is an external iteration, with each consumer asking the producer for the next element.

and IEnumerator<T> is an iterator for an on demand consumption
of values:
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interface IEnumerator<T> {
// Return current position element
T Current { get; }
// Move to next element,
// returns false if no more elements remain
bool MoveNext();
}

In terms of lambda translation, C# lambdas are always assigned to
delegates, which can be thought of as type-safe function pointers,
and in F# lambdas are represented as compiler generated class
types that inherit FSharpFunc.
1
2

Each of these methods/combinators implement a pair of interfaces
called IEnumerable<T> / IEnumerator<T> and through the composition of these methods a call graph of iterators is chained together.
The lazy nature of the iterators allows the composition of an arbitrary number of operators without worrying about intermediate
materialization of collections between each call. Instead, each operator call is interleaved with each other. As an example we can
present an implementation of the Select method.
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Optimizing Frameworks

We next examine two optimizing frameworks for streaming operations: ScalaBlitz and LinqOptimizer.

static IEnumerable<R> Select<T, R>(IEnumerable<T>
source, Func<T, R> f) {
return new SelectEnumerable<T, R>(source, f);
}

class SelectEnumerable<T, R> : IEnumerable<R> {
private readonly IEnumerable<T> inner;
private readonly Func<T, R> func;
public SelectEnumerable(IEnumerable<T> inner,
Func<T, R> func) {
this.inner = inner;
this.func = func;
}
IEnumerator<R> GetEnumerator() {
return new SelectEnumerator(inner.GetEnumerator(),
func);
}
}

abstract class FSharpFunc<T, R> {
abstract R Invoke(T arg);
}

In both cases, if a lambda captures free variables, these variables
are represented as member fields in a compiler-generated class
type.

2.2.1

ScalaBlitz

ScalaBlitz is an open source framework that optimizes Scala collections by applying optimizations for both sequential and parallel
computations. It eliminates boxing, performs lambda inlining, loop
fusion and specializations to particular data-structures. ScalaBlitz
performs optimizations at compile-time based on Scala macros [1].

The SelectEnumerable has a simple factory-style implementation:
1

class SelectEnumerator<T, R> : IEnumerator<R> {
private readonly IEnumerator<T> inner;
private readonly Func<T, R> func;
public SelectEnumerator(IEnumerator<T> inner,
Func<T, R> func) {
this.inner = inner;
this.func = func;
}
bool MoveNext() { return inner.MoveNext(); }
R Current { get { return func(inner.Current); } }
}

By enclosing a functional pipeline into an optimize block, ScalaBlitz expands in place an optimized version of it:
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SelectEnumerator implements the IEnumerator<R> interface and
delegates the MoveNext and Current calls to the inner iterator.

def sumOfSquareSeqBlitz (v : Array[Double]) : Double = {
optimize {
val sum : Double = v
.map(d => d * d)
.sum
sum
}
}

This can be achieved because this library is implemented as a def
macro with the following signature:
1

def optimize[T](exp: T): Any = macro optimize_impl[T]

The optimize block is a function that starts with the additional
keyword macro. When the compiler encounters an application of
the macro optimize(expression), it will expand that application
by invoking optimize impl, with the abstract-syntax tree of the
functional pipeline expression as argument. The result of the macro
implementation is an expanded abstract syntax tree. This tree will
be replaced at the call site and will be type-checked.
2.2.2

LinqOptimizer

LinqOptimizer is an open source optimizer for LINQ queries. It
compiles declarative queries into fast loop-based imperative code,
eliminating virtual calls and temporary heap allocations. LinqOptimizer is a run-time compiler based on LINQ Expression trees,
which enable a form of metaprogramming based on type-directed
quotations.
In the following example, a lambda expression is assigned to a
variable of type Expression<Func<...>>.
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Expression<Func<int, int>> exprf = x => x + 1;
Func<int, int> f = exprf.Compile(); // compile to IL
Console.WriteLine(f(1)); // 2

At compile time, the compiler emits code to build an expression
tree that represents the lambda expression. LINQ offers library support for runtime manipulation of expression trees (through visitors)
and also support for run-time compilation to IL. Using such features, LinqOptimizer lifts queries into the world of expression trees
and performs the following optimizations:
1) inlines lambdas and performs loop fusion
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var sum = (from num in nums.AsQueryExpr() // lift
where num % 2 == 0
select num * num).Sum();
// effectively optimizes to
int sum = 0;
for (int index = 0; index < nums.Length; index++) {
int num = nums[index];
if (num % 2 == 0)
sum += num * num;
}

2) for queries with nested structure (SelectMany, flatMap) applies
nested loop generation:
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var sum = (from num in nums.AsQueryExpr() // lift
from _num in _nums
where num % 2 == 0
select num * _num).Sum();
// effectively optimizes to
int sum = 0;
for (int index = 0; index < nums.Length; index++) {
for (int _index = 0; _index < _nums.Length;
_index++) {
int num = nums[index];
int _num = _nums[_index];
if (num % 2 == 0)
sum += num * _num;
}
}

3.

Results

We next discuss our benchmarks and experimental results.

3.1

Microbenchmarks

In this work, we use 4 main microbenchmarks. We focus our efforts
on measuring iteration throughput and lambda invocation costs. In
all of our benchmarks we produce scalar values as the result of a
terminal operation (e.g., instead of producing a transformed list of
values), as we do not want to cause memory management effects
(e.g., garbage collection). Furthermore, we did not employ sorting
or grouping operators, in order to avoid interfering with algorithmic
details of library implementations (e.g., mergesort vs quicksort,
hash tables vs balanced trees, etc.).
We measure the performance of:
• sum iteration speed with no lambdas, just a single iteration.
• sumOfSquares a small pipeline with one map operation (i.e.,

one lambda).
• sumOfSquaresEven a bigger pipeline with a filter and map

chain of two lambdas.
• cart a nested pipeline with a flatMap and an inner operation,
again with a flatMap (capturing a variable), to encode a Carte-

sian product.
We developed this set for all four languages, Java, Scala, C# and
F#, for both sequential and parallel execution. For the latter three
we have also included optimized versions using ScalaBlitz and
LinqOptimizer. Additionally we include a baseline suite of benchmarks for the sequential cases—a total of 72 benchmarks. We have
run these benchmarks on both Windows and Linux, although Windows is the more universal reference platform for our comparison:
it allows us to perform the C#/F# tests on the industrial-strength
implementation of the Microsoft CLR virtual machine.
The purpose of baseline benchmarks is to assess the performance
difference between functional pipelines and the corresponding imperative, hand-written equivalents. The imperative examples make
use of indexed-based loop iterations in the form of for-loops (except for the Scala case in which the while-loop is the analogue of
imperative iteration).
Input: All tests were run with the same input set. For the sum,
sumOfSquares and sumOfSquaresEven we used an array of N =
10000000 long integers, produced by N integers with a range
function. The cart test iterates over two arrays. An outer one of
1000000 long integers and an inner one of 10.
The Scala, C# and F# tests were compiled with optimization flags
enabled and for Java/Scala tiered compilation was left disabled (C2
JIT compiler only). Additionally, we fixed the heap size to 769kb
for JVM, to avoid heap resizing effects during execution.
3.2

Experimental Setup
Windows
Version
Architecture
CPU
Cores
Memory

Ubuntu Linux

8.1
13.10/3.11.0-20
x64
x64
Intel Core i5-3360M vPro 2.8GHz
2 physical x 2 logical
4GB

Systems: We performed both Linux (see figure 2) and Windows
(see figure 1) tests natively on the same system via a dual-boot
installation.

Windows
Java
Scala
C#
F#

Ubuntu Linux

Java 8 (b132)/JVM 1.8
2.10.4/JVM 1.8
C#5 /CLR v4.0
C# mono 3.4.0.0/mono 3.4.0
F#3.1/CLR v4.0 F# open-source 3.0/mono 3.4.0

Microbenchmarking automation: For Java and Scala benchmarks we used the Java Microbenchmark Harness (JMH) [11] tool:
a benchmarking tool for JVM-based languages that is part of the
OpenJDK. JMH is an annotation-based tool and takes care of all intrinsic details of the execution process. Its goal is to produce as objective results as possible. The JVM performs JIT compilation (we
use the C2 JIT compiler) so the benchmark author must measure
execution time after a certain warm-up period to wait for transient
responses to settle down. JMH offers an easy API to achieve that. In
our benchmarks we employed 10 warm-up iterations and 10 proper
iterations. We also force garbage collection before benchmark execution. Regarding the CLR, warm-up effects take an infinitesimal
amount of time compared to the JVM [12]. The CLR JIT compiler compiles methods exactly once and subsequent method calls
invoke directly the JITted version. Code is never recompiled (nor
interpreted at any point). For the purpose of benchmarking C#/F#
programs, we created the small utility LambdaMicrobenchmarking 4 written in C#. It calculates the average execution of method invocations using the TimeSpan.TotalMilliseconds property of the
TimeSpan structure that converts ticks to whole and fractional milliseconds. Our utility uses the Student-T distribution for statistical inference; mean error and standard deviation. The same distribution is employed in JMH as well. Our utility forces garbage
collection between runs. For all tests, we do not measure the time
needed to initialize data-structures (filling arrays), and neither the
run-time compilation cost of the optimized queries in the LinqOptimizer case nor the compile-time overhead of macro expansion in
the ScalaBlitz case.
3.3

Performance Evaluation

In the sequential tests of C# and F# we observe a constant difference in favor of C# for sumOfSquares, sumOfSquaresEven and a
significant difference of 2.6x for the cart benchmark on Windows.
As seq<'T> is a type alias for .NET’s IEnumerable<T> we conclude
that the difference is attributed to different implementations of operators. In the parallel benchmarks, as F# relies on the standard
library for .NET, it is driven by its performance. Thus, all parallel
benchmarks (Windows and Linux) show these two languages at the
same level.
In all cases, the parallel benchmarks of LINQ on mono scaled
poorly, revealing poor scaling decisions in the implementation. Additionally, comparing the Windows and Linux charts for the respective baseline benchmarks, mono seems to have generated slower
code for the sumOfSquaresEven benchmark, in which the modulo operation is applied. This indicates that JIT compilation optimizations can be improved significantly, especially in cases such as
the handwritten fused loop-if operation of the sumOfSquaresEven
situation.
Among all standard parallel libraries, F# achieved the best scaling
of 2.5x-4.5x.
Optimizing frameworks: When streaming pipelines
amenable to optimization, the improvement can be dramatic.

are

ScalaBlitz improved Scala in the first three cases. Especially in
the sum benchmark, Scala was significantly improved, achieving
an execution time close to that of the Java/Scala baseline tests.
Notable are the 234x speed-up in relation to Scala Parallel Collections for the sum benchmark on Windows, as well as 185x
on Linux. Additionally, ScalaBlitz achieved a 48x improvement
for sumOfSquares and 135x for sumOfSquaresEven (again for
the parallel benchmarks) on Windows. ScalaBlitz did not demonstrate improved performance in the case of nested loops (sequential
cart) but presented a 19x speedup in the parallel version on Windows (and 13x on Linux). Apart from the elimination of abstraction
penalties, ScalaBlitz offers additional performance improvement in
the parallel optimized versions due to its iterators that allow finegrained and efficient work-stealing [9].

Languages: Among the languages of our study, Java exhibits by
far the best performance, in both sequential and parallel tests, due
to its advanced translation scheme. Notably, Java results show not
only that three out of four of our tests are very close to baseline
measurements but also that the parallel versions scale well. Regarding the parallel versions, all microbenchmarks reveal that even
in cases where Java was very close to the baseline, performance
increases further achieving parallel speedups of 1.1-1.6x. For the
cart benchmark, although Java has the best performance among
all streaming implementations, it still pays a considerable cost for
inner closures, as can be seen in comparison to the baseline benchmark for the sequential case. During the execution of cart (for
each iteration) the garbage collector was invoked approximately 10
times.

LinqOptimizer improved in all cases the performance of the
C# and F# benchmarks. The result of LinqOptimizer universally demonstrates the smallest performance gap with the baseline benchmarks, in absolute values. Especially in the cart benchmark, LinqOptimizer achieved a speed-up of 15x(sequential) and
14x(parallel) for C# and 41x and 23x respectively for F#. Among
the two .NET languages, F# is the one that benefits more by LinqOptimizer in the sequential sumOfSquares and sumOfSquaresEven benchmarks. F# gets 14x and 3x improvements for these
benchmarks, respectively, while C# gets 8x and 1.5x for the sequential tests. In the case of cart, LinqOptimizer has employed the
nested loop optimization, which brings execution near the baseline
level.

Scala Parallel Collections seem to suffer in the parallel tests quite
significantly over all other implementations (note that the Y-axis
is truncated) due to boxing/unboxing, iterator, and function object
abstraction penalties.5 Parallel Scala benchmarks were the slowest
among all implementations on both Windows and Linux.

Remarks: On JVM/Windows, we noticed that the sumOfSquaresEven execution of ScalaBlitz was unstable, revealing the
largest deviation error among all benchmarks. Even with TieredCompilation disabled, performance was unstable, which indicates
that it is affected by scheduling decisions and not by JIT compilation. On the contrary, on JVM/Linux, the performance of the
parallel sumOfSquares benchmark of Java is degraded by the C2
JIT compiler due to a large callee de-optimization that happens
when the sum operation was inlined. This particular benchmark
starts with reported times of 9-10ms for the first iterations, after C1
warm-up but, when the C2 compiler kicks-in, performance drops
to an average of 26ms. When we disable TieredCompilation (C2

4 https://github.com/biboudis/LambdaMicrobenchmarking

.
Scala Collections framework is not specialized for primitive types.
We confirmed via discussions with the ScalaBlitz developers that the performance penalty due to boxing is large. Prokopec et al. [9] explain this,
along with the effects of indirections and iterator performance.
5 The

Figure 1: Microbenchmark Results on Windows (CLR/JVM) in milliseconds / iteration (average of 10). Y-axis truncated for readability.

Figure 2: Microbenchmark Results on Linux (mono/JVM) in milliseconds / iteration (average of 10). Y-axis truncated for readability.
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sumBaseline
sumSeq
sumSeqOpt
sumPar
sumParOpt
sumOfSquaresBaseline
sumOfSquaresSeq
sumOfSquaresSeqOpt
sumOfSquaresPar
sumOfSquaresParOpt
sumOfSquaresEvenBaseline
sumOfSquaresEvenSeq
sumOfSquaresEvenSeqOpt
sumOfSquaresEvenPar
sumOfSquaresEvenParOpt
cartBaseline
cartSeq
cartSeqOpt
cartPar
cartParOpt

Linux

Java

Scala

C#

F#

Java

Scala

C#

F#

0.012
0.008

0.012
0.292
0.007
6.466
0.005
0.015
0.669
0.045
6.084
0.091
0.092
73.950
0.697
236.698
0.106
0.028
1.247
1.792
42.263
1.381

0.036
1.329
0.553
0.167
0.030
0.076
3.134
0.166
1.382
0.076
0.478
3.182
0.410
0.513
0.099
1.547
4.670
0.361
5.141
0.102

0.014
1.183
0.259
0.412
0.151
0.822
4.199
0.254
0.351
0.250
0.312
3.850
4.351
4.883
0.104
0.099
8.954
0.346
7.700
1.415

0.033
0.025

0.026
1.269
0.043
3.479
0.028
0.035
1.892
0.259
5.524
0.168
0.048
3.762
0.760
328.401
0.402
0.015
1.109
2.689
39.036
1.188

0.049
3.404
1.052
5.109
1.220
0.056
0.970
0.133
49.949
0.359
0.338
1.056
0.589
38.512
2.231
0.206
0.643
0.075
14.169
0.803

1.365
2.168
0.032
3.025
0.032
0.028
3.027
1.139
50.692
0.452
0.441
0.819
0.637
25.067
1.245
0.085
1.439
0.463
23.313
0.336

0.010
0.232
0.011
0.021
0.088
0.146
0.064
0.029
0.581
0.136

0.034
0.034
0.032
0.027
0.042
0.074
0.043
0.015
0.969
0.412

Table 1: Standard deviations for 10 runs of each benchmark.

only), the measurement is stable and the reported time is less than
in tiered compilation mode (9-10ms).6

explore is the design and development of an optimizing framework,
designed as a javac plugin.

In table 1 we present the standard deviation of all microbenchmarks. Among all measurements, the parallel collections of Scala
and C#/ F# on mono/Linux presented the highest deviations. Java
demonstrates the highest stability.

5.

Discussion: Our microbenchmarks paint a fairly clear picture of
the current status of lambdas+streaming implementations, as well
as their future prospects. Java employs the most aggressive implementation technique that does not perform invasive optimization. Other languages could benefit from the same translation approach. At the same time, Java does not have an optimization
framework along the lines of ScalaBlitz or LinqOptimizer. The cart
microbenchmark showcases the need for such optimizations: C#/F#
are 5x faster in parallel performance than Java. For more realistic programs, such benefits may arise more often. Hence, identifying cases in which Java can benefit from a Stream API optimizing
framework (as in the closed-over variables of cart) is a promising
direction.

4.

Future Work

Several possibilities for further work arise. Our benchmark suite
can be enhanced with more complex microbenchmarks to capture
the case of streams that include a variable number of successive
combinators, such as filters. Additionally, an interesting followup
would be to examine how measurements are affected as a function of the number of processors. Regarding standard stream APIs,
C#, F# and Scala seem to use external iteration while Java uses
internal iteration. Thus an interesting direction is to implement internal iterator-based streaming APIs for the aforementioned languages. Finally, LinqOptimizer demonstrated how, by leveraging
the LINQ Expression tree API, optimized queries can be obtained,
while ScalaBlitz employed macros for compile-time optimizations.
Java can benefit from an optimizing framework. As Java can have
access to the internal compiler API, a very promising direction to
6 We

thank Aleksey Shipilev for proposing explanations and further investigations regarding the origins of this effect.

Conclusions

In this work, we evaluated the combined cost of lambdas and stream
APIs in four different multiparadigm languages running on two
different runtime platforms. We used benchmarks expressed with
the closest comparable datatypes that each language offers in order to preserve semantic equivalence. Our benchmarks constitute
a fine grained set. Each benchmark builds upon the previous one
in terms of complexity. Additionally we run all benchmarks on
both Windows and Linux. Our results clearly show the benefit
of advanced implementation techniques in Java, but also the performance advantage of optimizing frameworks that can radically
transform streaming pipelines.
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